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Australians are already using AI throughout 
arts, culture and creativity

People and organisations in Australia are already using 
artificial intelligence (AI) as creators, participants and 
audiences in arts, culture and creativity. Like their peers 
around the globe, Australian creators already apply generative 
AI as a creative tool across forms and mediums. Distributors 
and regulators are applying other forms of AI across places 
and platforms. Some do this with caution, and others with zeal.

While use of generative AI is a hot topic, other applications 
of AI also matter for arts and culture. For years, AI has been 
shaping Australian arts and cultural experiences, particularly 
through content recommendation and moderation on 
platforms and apps. Machine translation and automated 
captioning are already enabling wider groups of people in 
Australia to access audio and video. These and many other 
applications of AI affect who can see, hear and experience 
arts and culture.

Part 1 - Applications of AI provides examples of AI that 
Australians are applying in arts, culture and creativity. This 
illustrates the breadth and variety of applications that deserve 
attention when considering the impacts of AI (discussed in 
Part 2), both in the context of applying AI and considering 
policy and regulatory options.

Applications of AI already present real risks and 
opportunities for arts, culture and creativity

Australians already have initial views of AI, particularly 
generative AI. There are indications that many Australians do 
not support applying generative AI in arts and culture, at least 
not yet. A survey of over 2000 Australians showed low support 
for the application of generative AI to creative cultural works. 
Specifically, the researchers found the ‘only area with notably 
lower levels of support is the use of AI to generate culture for 
popular consumption (such as films, books, music or art)’.1 

ANA expects Australian attitudes towards AI in arts and 
culture will evolve as people better explore how AI is used 

(beyond well-known applications of generative AI) and the 
likely impacts. Two decades ago, few could have predicted 
how people would use the internet and social media and the 
range of impacts. Early enthusiasm about the opportunities 
for democratising participation and connecting communities 
was joined by later concerns about online safety and 
misinformation. Early concerns about privacy and local 
identity were followed by an understanding of benefits 
for remote work and education during COVID-19. These 
examples from the internet and social media suggest impacts 
of AI will continue to emerge and evolve as developers create 
and further develop AI systems, and people make new 
applications of AI.

Nonetheless, ANA observes that impacts of AI on arts, culture 
and creativity are evident now. In this paper, ANA sets out 
impacts on:

• incentives to create

• connections people have with arts and culture

• freedom of expression

• cultural and social inclusion

Part 2 - Impacts of AI discusses key foreseeable impacts of 
AI, which deserve attention from people and organisations 
considering whether and how to apply AI, and how to balance 
the risks and benefits of deploying AI within creative and 
cultural industries. Understanding such impacts also plays 
an important role for policymakers considering whether and 
how to regulate. Noting this is rapidly changing space, ANA 
will release a further Analysis Paper in 2024. This paper will 
provide an update on new applications of AI in arts and culture, 
changes to impacts and emerging contexts.

Key points
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Coordinated governance can help unlock 
opportunities and mitigate risks

In ANA’s view, Australia should consider a broad, risk-based 
approach to help safeguard the interests of Australians (and 
people in Australia, more broadly). This paper shows that even 
the foreseeable impacts of AI on arts, culture and creativity 
spread far and wide. When people and organisations apply an 
AI system, they want to know that the system will be ‘fit for the 
particular purpose’, to borrow a concept from consumer law.2 

ANA welcomes efforts from all governments in Australia 
to design and implement appropriate AI governance. 
Examples of coordination of governance and governance 
options include:

• The Copyright and AI roundtable, hosted by the 
Attorney-General’s Department, the federal department 
with portfolio responsibility for copyright. This roundtable 
involved agencies with a stake in copyright and AI 
(Department of Industry, Science and Resources, the 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, 
IP Australia) as well as stakeholders from cultural 
institutions, creative industries and technology firms.

• National AI Centre’s Responsible AI Network, which 
draws together Australian Industry Group, Australian 
Information Industry Association, the Committee for 
Economic Development of Australia, CSIRO’s Data61, 
Gradient Institute, Standards Australia, The Ethics Centre, 
The Human Technology Institute at UTS, and the Tech 
Council of Australia.

• The AI Working Group of the Intellectual Property Policy 
Group, a standing group which includes representatives 
of federal agencies involved in intellectual property policy.

• Consultations on AI policy by federal, state and 
territory governments and parliaments, including on AI 
governance matters. This includes recent efforts from the 
Department of Industry, Science and Resources and the 
NSW Parliament.

For more details on our views on AI governance, see ANA’s 
recent submission to the Department of Industry, Science 
and Resources.3

People have an important role in developing, 
applying and evaluating AI

It is no coincidence that each example of AI in this paper 
features people. As leading Australian AI researchers 
have emphasised, Australians (and people generally) are 
responsible for AI – for its development, its application and 
the impacts that follow.4  Behind each story of ‘artificial’ 
intelligence are the people who develop systems and the 
people who apply those systems to create, mediate, distribute 
and regulate art and culture.

Naturally, developers of AI systems bear responsibility for 
important decisions that create direct impacts and affect 
the scale and types of downstream impact. This is true for 
developers within providers of AI systems and those in other 
organisations adapting third-party AI systems. For example, 
developers of machine learning systems choose training 
datasets for AI, affecting what systems learn (including any 
foundational biases). Those developers are also responsible
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for obtaining any permission and paying any fees for 
copyright-protected uses of creations.5 

However, users of AI systems also play a role. Australians and 
Australian organisations using AI systems have responsibility 
for the impacts of their applications of AI. As the Gradient 
Institute and the CSIRO National AI Centre say, procuring a 
third-party AI system does not ‘absolve them [the procurer] 
of responsibility for how the system operates’.6  When 
selecting and applying AI systems, people are inevitably 
making decisions. Which AI system to use? Which outputs 
from generative AI to select? How to arrange the outputs 
of generative AI in a compelling and cohesive way? How to 
evaluate and fine tune the application of AI? User decisions like 
these work in tandem with developer decisions to impact how 
Australians experience arts and culture.

Putting ‘the right people’ in the development, application and 
evaluation of AI is essential to addressing risks and securing 
opportunities for arts, culture and creativity. As Kate Crawford 
said in her Royal Society lecture:

“I’m going to be honest about my concern – it’s very real – 
that if we keep this conversation just within the technical 
community we are not talking to the right people. We’re 
certainly not including an interdisciplinary space, but more 
importantly, we’re not including the people who are being 
affected by these systems.”7 

By highlighting impacts on diverse groups of people 
involved in arts, culture and creativity, Part 2 – Impacts of 
AI demonstrates applications of AI have impacts beyond 
developers and users of AI.
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This Part outlines how people in Australia and organisations 
are applying AI throughout arts, culture and creativity, 
including in:

• creation of arts and culture

• discovery of content via search engines

• preservation of language and heritage

• automated content recommendation and moderation on 
digital platforms

• automated speech recognition, captioning and 
transcription

• machine translation of text and speech

• classification ratings in video and games

This is to help illustrate the breadth and variety of applications 
that deserve attention when considering the impacts of AI 
(discussed in Part 2), both in the context of applying AI and 
considering policy and regulatory options.

Generative AI in the creation of arts and culture 

There are abundant Australian examples of generative AI 
applied across forms and mediums, platforms and places.8  
This complements many well-aired examples of generative AI 
systems that people around the world are using to create and 
assist creation of text, images, audio and video.

Game developers have been applying generative AI in games 
to build new experiences each time a game is played. For 
example, Adelaide-based studio We Have Always Lived in 
the Forest released ‘darkwebSTREAMER’, an internet-horror 
role-playing simulation game.9 The developers of the game 
applied generative AI to generate non-player characters and 
storylines unique to each playing session.

Generative AI has also been applied in choreography. One 
example saw the Sydney Opera House host ‘Beyond Black’, 
involving the Korea National Contemporary Dance Company 
performing moves created with generative AI.10 Media art 
group SLITSCOPE trained an AI on motion capture footage of 

eight dancers performing choreography by Shin Changho to 
create new choreography for the dance company to perform.

Australian machine learning experts have contributed to 
prominent applications of generative AI in film. For example, 
a machine learning team from University of Adelaide worked 
with Australian visual effects studio Rising Sun Pictures to 
develop video deepfakes for Marvel Studios’ Shang-Chi 
and the Legend of the Ten Rings.11 This enabled the film’s 
combat scenes to feature the faces of actors on the bodies of 
stunt performers.

Australian creators are also responsible for some prominent 
applications of generative AI in music. The examples 
discussed here see generative AI complement a variety of 
human contributions, including lyrics, singing, instrument 
playing and arrangement:

• In creating Cold Touch, Australian creator Kito co-wrote 
lyrics with two writers.12 One of the writers also sang 
the lyrics, which were rendered to mimic the voice of 
Canadian creator Grimes. The mimicry was achieved 
by applying the Grimes AI tool, which was trained 
using recordings of Grimes’ voice.13 Kito arranged and 
produced the recording, with assistance from a fellow 
music producer. While there have been concerns 
about unauthorised use of tracks to train AI to mimic 
performers,14 Grimes willingly contributed vocals to train 
Grimes AI. She also made the tool available for others to 
use, on the condition of attribution and shared master 
recording royalties.

• To create the winning entry in the Eurovision AI Song 
Contest, Australian music technology firm Uncanny 
Valley applied generative AI in several ways. The creators 
used generative AI tools to generate melodies, lyrics 
and vocals, and create a synth instrument from sampled 
sounds of Australian fauna.15 They selected and arranged 
the melodies and lyrics into a song, complemented them 
and blended human vocals with AI-generated vocals.16

Part 1:  
Applications of AI
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In a recent study by Australian education researchers, 
around half of students and four in five academics reported 
using generative AI for university purposes.17 Students 
reported using generative AI mainly as a tool, for example 
to brainstorm or as a study partner, but fewer than one in 10 
used AI-generated content in submitted assessments. About 
two in three academics said generative AI would change 
the way they assessed students but three in four disagreed 
that their university was ready for generative AI use. Some 
Australian universities now permit the use of generative AI in 
assignments, subject to disclosure or other requirements.18  
This includes one university making an AI-based writing 
assistant available to 5000 students.19 

The National Gallery of Victoria (NGV) provides an Australian 
example of generative AI in an audiovisual artwork. The NGV 
commissioned the continuously changing 3D audiovisual 
work ‘Quantum memories’ from new media artist Refik Anadol, 
displayed in its foyer in 2020. The work involved a generative 
AI trained ‘from two hundred images linked to nature from 
publicly available internet resources’.20 The artist’s webpage 
for the artwork credits over a dozen of creators involved in 
the making of the artwork, and the team responsible for the 
generative AI.21 Likewise, audio-specialist agency Eardrum 
curated a selection of applications of generative AI at the 
Powerhouse Museum, including a live-created radio play, 
art projections, a live art exhibition and poetry.22 The radio 
play involved a team of people creating different aspects of 
the radio play with different AI tools, in live time.23 Like the 
Eurovision AI Song Contest example above, the radio play 
saw people applying multiple generative AI systems in their 
creative workflow and choosing how to bring it together into a 
cohesive work.

Increasingly, Australian creators (and Australians generally) 
can use generative AI in off-the-shelf software applications. 
Several generative AI tools are already widely available:

• Grammarly provides generative AI-based writing 
feedback across several office software suites and social 
media apps.24 

• Adobe Photoshop includes the Adobe Firefly generative 
AI which enables users to create or modify images with 
text prompts.25 

• GitHub, the platform enabling software developers to 
store, manage and share code, now includes Github 
Copilot which provides coding suggestions to developers 
in several programming languages.26 

• Microsoft is incorporating Copilot generative AI into its 
Office software suite.27 

Newsrooms in Australia and around the world are applying 
some generative AI in news. News Corp Australia applies 

generative AI to create 3000 weekly articles on local weather, 
fuel prices and traffic conditions.28 ANA is also aware of 
several overseas examples. Associated Press has automated 
corporate earnings stories and video transcription for 
some years.29 A partnership with OpenAI to further explore 
generative AI in news will see Associated Press license part of 
its news archive to OpenAI and tap into OpenAI’s technology 
and expertise.30 There are also reports that Google is testing 
a generative AI tool to help journalists create headlines and 
stories, and has pitched it to outlets including The New York 
Times, The Washington Post and The Wall Street Journal.31

Generative AI in audiobooks is also emerging, with some 
publishers applying text-to-speech tools provided by digital 
platforms. For many decades, audiobooks have provided 
book access to people with print disabilities, such as vision 
impairments and physical dexterity issues. More recently, 
audiobooks have found a wider audience, being used 
when travelling, commuting and exercising. Google Play 
Books enables publishers in Australia to create and sell 
auto-narrated audiobooks, including in Australian English.32 
Apple Books also provides auto-narrated audiobooks to 
audiences in Australia via the Apple Books app.33

There are also examples of generative AI in architecture 
and design, especially to brainstorm ideas. Australian firms 
Techne and Gray Puksand are applying Midjourney to aid 
exploration of ideas through generation of images based on 
word prompts. Representatives of both firms emphasise that 
while the use of Midjourney frees up staff time, they are not 
intended to substitute for architects or designers. 

Australians are not only applying generative AI systems, 
but also developing generative AI systems. For example, 
researchers from The University of Sydney created the 
Reframer system which enables people ‘interact directly 
through manual drawing’.34 The researchers found that people 
sometimes used Reframe as a tool and sometimes had ‘mixed 
initiative interactions’ with the system where it acted ‘on their 
own without being directly instructed’.35

AI in search engines used to discover content

Search engines are the most common way for Australians 
to find new content, according to the 2023 annual 
consumer survey commissioned by the Attorney-General’s 
Department.36 This makes the application of generative 
AI-based chatbots in search engines an important 
development in how Australian audiences seek and access 
online content across all forms. There are now options to use 
generative AI based chatbots on both Google Search and 
Microsoft Bing, the most popular search engines used by 
Australians.37 
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Several cultural institutions are applying machine learning 
to extract text from content to make it easier to find content. 
Libraries are applying machine learning to extract data 
about their collections, such as geographic information, time 
periods and names.38 Likewise, the Australian Broadcasting 
Corporation applied machine learning to improve search 
results by extracting metadata from text and audio content.39  
Once extracted, this data was combined with search engines 
on their websites to help Australians find the material within 
their collections.

AI in preservation of language and heritage

Machine learning is currently being used to help preserve and 
revive endangered languages. For example, researchers at 
the ARC Centre of Excellence for the Dynamics of Language 
applied machine learning to build models for 12 Australian 
First Nations languages.40 This parallels an effort in New 
Zealand to use machine learning to preserve Māori as a 
living language. Te Hiku Media developed a Māori automated 
speech recognition tool and an app to improve Māori 
pronunciation, including by addressing the impact of English 
on second-language Māori speakers.41 

Another example is the Sydney Jewish Museum’s use of AI 
to create ‘interactive biographies’ with Holocaust survivors.42 
Visitors to the museum have been able to ‘speak’ with 
simulations of three survivors that answer questions about the 
survivors’ experiences.

A further example is the use of machine learning to catalogue 
Aboriginal rock art in Far North Queensland. Researchers 
from two Australian universities developed an AI tool to 

more quickly identify and catalogue, after approaching local 
Indigenous rangers and elders.43

AI in automated content recommendation and 
moderation

Over 7 in 10 (71%) of Australians used digital platforms ‘to 
engage with the arts in 2022’.44 When digital platforms 
use AI to automate content recommendation and content 
moderation, this directly influences how Australians engage 
with arts and culture. While content recommendation aims 
to suggest relevant content to users, and content moderation 
aims to reduce or prohibit access to unwanted content, many 
applications of AI serve both functions.

Digital platforms are applying AI to automate content 
recommendation to provide relevant content to users 
in Australia and around the world. For example, music 
and podcast streaming service provider Spotify explains 
that machine learning ‘touches every aspect of Spotify’s 
business’, including to ‘help listeners discover content via 
recommendations and search’ and ‘generate playlists’.45 
Likewise, Netflix applies machine learning to not only 
recommend content to users but also guide investment in 
content production.46
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Digital platforms are also applying AI to automate content 
moderation, aiming to reduce provision of content where 
it might be unlawful or be inconsistent with community 
guidelines. This spans many purposes:

Purpose Examples

Promoting 
online safety 
and applying 
community 
guidelines

Meta (the operator of Facebook and 
Instagram) applies machine learning 
models to assess whether ‘a piece of 
content is hate speech or violent and 
graphic content’ with some human 
verification.47 Likewise, the gaming 
livestreaming platform Twitch uses a 
machine learning model that ‘reviews 
custom Emote submissions and 
automatically approves a large chunk 
of the static emotes’.48 Twitch also 
retains safety specialists to review 
some Emotes.

Identifying and 
reducing access 
to copyright 
material

AI is often applied to identify 
copyright-protected text, audio, video 
and images, enabling decisions to limit 
or prevent access. YouTube’s Content 
ID system applies machine learning 
to detect use of copyright material.49 
Music identification firm Pex applies 
machine learning and neural networks 
to identify music across most popular 
digital platforms.50 

Combating 
misinformation

While generative AI and AI-based 
content recommendation systems 
can contribute to misinformation,  
AI is also being applied to combat 
misinformation.51 For example, 
Meta highlights the role of AI in 
tackling misinformation across its 
apps, including to detect fraud and 
inauthentic spam accounts.52 

Promoting 
privacy

One example is YouTube applying 
machine learning to identify videos 
that clearly target young audiences, to 
enhance privacy of children by limiting 
data collection and use on those 
videos.53 

AI in automated speech recognition, captioning 
and transcription

Captioning of video has been commonly used in 
entertainment, news and education for many years, providing 
a text version of speech (and other sound) that is synchronised 
to video. Quality captioning is important because Australians 
devote an average 16 hours per week to film, television and 
other video content.54 While captioning is best known for 
improving access for people with hearing impairment, it can 
also benefit students in all levels of education, and people from 
culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.

Increasingly, AI is applied to automate captioning (an 
example of automated speech recognition), including for:

• video on television and digital platforms. Digital platforms 
often provide automated captioning for video content, 
both for user uploaded content and for paid video 
content.55 This can help meet captioning quantity 
requirements for broadcast television programs.56

• live events, both via video and on-site. Automated speech 
recognition can struggle in these situations, which often 
have noise and multiple speakers. To make automated 
speech recognition more accurate and to meet 
captioning quality standards, it is common for people 
working as ‘respeakers’ to repeat what they hear into 
speech recognition software.57

• videoconferencing software and captioning apps, both 
in work and education.58 During COVID, schools and 
universities used automated captioning, mainly via video 
conferencing software.59

Beyond captioning, automated speech recognition is 
also used for automated transcription of audio and video. 
Transcriptions not only provide a written record of speech, but 
also aid audio and video editing. Several content editing suites 
automated transcription, making it easier for audio and video 
editors to find and navigate sound and footage.60 There are 
also third-party automated transcription tools.61

Machine translation in text and speech

The 2021 Census confirmed Australia is the first 
English-speaking country in the world to be a migrant-majority 
nation, and over one in five people in Australia speak 
a language other than English at home.62 Many people 
in Australia use translation to discover and experience 
audiovisual arts, culture and creativity content in alternative 
languages. Likewise, many content producers and creators 
use translation to extend the audience for their creations. 
Translation enables some people to understand 
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English content in a preferred language, and others to 
understand non-English content in English. For example, it has 
been common for years to have ‘subbed’ versions of anime 
with alternative language captions (also known as ‘subtitles’), 
and ‘dubbed’ versions with speech in an alternative language.

There are widespread applications of AI for machine 
translation. Microsoft provides Translator machine translation 
for use in its Office suite, Teams videoconferencing software 
and other software, between over 100 languages.63 Meta has 
released an AI translation model covering 200 languages, 
which it intends to apply to its platforms Facebook and 
Instagram, and Wikipedia (through a partnership with the 
Wikimedia Foundation).64 YouTube is providing auto-translated 
captions on videos across several languages, including on 
mobile devices.65 In the last year, YouTube has progressively 
made AI-based automated dubbing more available to creators 
and users.66

Classification ratings in video and games

Classification ratings are important, given the many hours 
devoted to video content and games. Classifications support 
informed decisions by people in Australia about the video 
content they watch and the games they play.

Australia has approved use of three automated classification 
tools from the International Age Rating Coalition, Netflix 
and Spherex.67 Of these, it is clear that at least the Netflix 
tool applies AI.68 The Netflix Classification Tool involves 
human review by content experts to tag content, an 
algorithm developed by Netflix converting tags to Australian 
classifications, and the federal department responsible 
for classification policy monitoring and auditing of 
automated classifications.
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Part 2:  
Impacts of AI
Foreseeable impacts of existing applications  
of AI

As we saw in Part 1, AI is already deployed pervasively across 
arts, culture and creativity but the capabilities and applications 
of AI systems are still evolving. As a result, at least some 
impacts are not evident now. Even where there are impacts, 
risks and opportunities continue to emerge. In Part 2, we 
explore some of the likely impacts of existing applications of 
AI on:

• incentives to create

• connections people have with arts and culture

• freedom of expression

• cultural and social inclusion

These impacts deserve time and attention from people and 
organisations considering whether and how to apply AI. 
Understanding the impacts informs how to mitigate the risks 
and realise benefits of deploying AI within cultural and creative 
industries. It also informs policymakers considering whether 
and how to regulate.

Impacts on incentives to create

AI, especially generative AI, impacts incentives to create. 
Remuneration for working and copyright incentives are 
two incentives to create. In the face of generative AI, 
these incentives need to be maintained and adapted, as 
a key source of revenue for arts and culture activity. As 
world-leading AI researcher and Australian scholar Kate 
Crawford says:

‘The most important question is how we are going to 
ensure that generative AI systems are equitable and 
that they encourage human flourishing, rather than 
concentrating power and increasing inequity’.69

Leaders across the globe highlight the importance of 
harnessing and shaping the potential impacts of generative AI. 
Leaders in the United States (US) and Europe also focussed 

on generative AI, when announcing their intentions to pursue 
a voluntary AI code of conduct. European Commission 
Vice President Margrethe Vestager said, ‘Generative AI is 
a complete gamechanger’ that requires accelerated work 
from governments.70 At the same event, US Secretary of State 
Anthony Blinken said, ‘we feel the fierce urgency of now, 
particularly when it comes to generative AI’.71  Likewise, the 
Australian Minister for Industry and Science has said ‘people 
have seen the leaps and bounds especially around generative 
AI that’s occurred and want to know that we get that balance 
right’.72 

One way to understand the impacts on copyright incentives 
is to consider impacts that are ‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’ 
of the application of generative AI. A study commissioned by 
the European Commission distinguished between ‘upstream’ 
impacts where copyright materials are used as an input to 
generative AI and ‘downstream’ impacts associated with 
outputs of generative AI.73 As ANA’s recent Insight Report To 
Scale highlighted, the ‘changing global regulatory environment 
of artificial intelligence’ could affect copyright licence fees and 
other inflows to arts, culture and creativity.74 

Groups representing copyright owners and creators of 
copyright-protected text, images, music and video have raised 
strong concerns about ‘upstream’ impacts. These groups 
are particularly concerned that generative AI compromises 
copyright incentives to create, particularly the use of copyright 
materials to train generative AI without permission or payment 
and lack of transparency of AI-related uses.75 Concerned 
copyright right owners have already sued developers of 
generative AI systems in several US litigations.76 Likewise, the 
proposed EU AI Act would require generative AI providers to 
‘make publicly available a sufficiently detailed summary of the 
use of training data protected under copyright law’.77  

In addition, the study commissioned by the European 
Commission raises a role for AI-based collective licensing 
and rights management, which would build on existing 
applications of AI in automated content recommendation and
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moderation. As we noted in To Scale, in ‘the long run, the study 
suggests a cross-sector rights data network is needed, partly 
to carry out efficient data management and licensing’.78 

Researchers in Australia have also considered ‘downstream’ 
issues - whether copyright protects creations involving 
generative AI.79 These researchers consider instances where 
US and Australian copyright laws give incentives to developers 
of generative AI systems, users of generative AI, or both. While 
the researchers confirm that copyright laws are unlikely to 
protect the AI itself as a copyright creator, they highlight 
scenarios where neither developers nor users contribute 
sufficiently to warrant copyright protection.

Another way to understand impacts on incentives to create 
is through the economics lenses of complements and 
substitutes. A challenge for policymakers is to distinguish 
applications of AI that substitute for human creation from those 
that are complements. As the authors of the Rapid Response 
Information Report on Generative AI say:

‘The fact that a machine may perform one or more relevant 
tasks does not mean that job replacement will necessarily 
occur, indeed the strongest business cases for investment 
in AI are likely to emphasise the creation of additional value 
to products or services rather than savings in labour costs. 
In these cases, technologies such as generative AI are 
likely to both create new jobs and augment existing ones 
by enhancing human decision-making skills.’80 

Among the examples of generative AI in the creation of 
arts and culture discussed in Part 1, there are likely to be 
a combination of complements and substitutes. Some 
applications of generative AI enable genuinely novel forms 
of creation. For example, consider the live and interactive 
applications of generative AI mentioned above, including 
the radio play generated in live time and the continuously 
changing audiovisual artwork in a gallery. For applications 
of generative AI are truly complementary to other human 
creation, there may be less reason to be concerned about 
substitution. In fact, these may be opportunities that enhance 
the incentive to create, by enabling new forms of creation, 
the creation of more material or the creation of higher 
quality material.

For applications of generative AI that truly substitute for human 
creation, there are several potential policy responses. While 
banning such applications is certainly an option, there are 
many others:

• subsidising human creation. Australia pursued such
a levy on blank audio tapes, which were considered a 
threat to copyright interests in recorded music.81 One 
prominent European researcher has proposed a similar
type of levy on AI to subsidise human creation.82

• providing transparency about applications of 
generative AI, to inform choices based on whether
people used generative AI in creations. See the next
section for examples of transparency.

• denying authorship to AI-generated works. This
ensures any recognition, responsibility and financial 
incentives associated with authorship remain with human
creators. While practices vary and are evolving, several 
major research publishers currently take this approach.83

Impacts on connections people have with arts 
and culture

There are potential impacts on connections Australians have 
with arts and culture from applications of AI. This shapes how 
Australians relate to their arts and culture, whether they are 
creators, audiences or other participants. When Australians 
cannot distinguish human creations from creations involving 
generative AI, this prevents them from knowing who made 
the works before them, and how. This presents both a creator 
attribution and a consumer information problem.

Automated tools to distinguish between human creation 
and generative AI remain works in progress. In early 2023 
OpenAI released its ‘AI classifier’ as a ‘work-in-progress’ 
tool to distinguish between text written by humans and by 
generative AI.84 The tool was based on a language model 
trained on pairs of human-written and AI-written text. Just six 
months later, OpenAI withdrew the tool, citing ‘its low rate of 
accuracy’.85 Content identification firm Pex argues developing 
these tools will become harder, especially as human creators 
use generative AI as a tool: ‘the lines between these will be 
increasingly blurred as musicians continue to use AI to assist 
the songwriting process’.86

Two policy options that help maintain people’s links with arts 
and culture are:

• attribution of human creators. Australian copyright
law already provides certain authors and performers a 
right to have their copyright creations or performances 
attributed to them. To ensure correct attribution, this 
is complemented by a right against false attribution. 
Some digital platforms already include automated 
attribution systems for recorded music.87 Researchers 
at the Queensland University of Technology have raised 
concerns about the accuracy of automatic attributions on
one digital platform.88 
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• transparency about the use of generative AI. For 
example, the draft European Union AI Act proposes 
transparency obligations for disclosure of content 
generated by AI.89 The US has recently obtained a 
commitment from major AI firms to develop ‘robust 
technical mechanisms to ensure that users know 
when content is AI generated, such as a watermarking 
system’.90

Because generative AI-transparency and human attribution 
systems are often AI-based systems, they may introduce 
further downstream impacts like the ones discussed in this 
paper. When such tools have low accuracy, they may create 
new risks. False attribution to a human creator might hide a 
deepfake and increase the impact of misinformation. Equally, 
false markings about the use of a generative AI might deny 
a writer or a photographer attribution, effective copyright 
protection and remuneration. Any systems for transparency 
and attribution should also account for evolving community 
expectations of how to attribute creations involving 
generative AI.

Impacts on freedom of expression

Freedom of expression is important to Australians but 
faces impacts when content moderation and content 
recommendation are automated. ANA’s research indicates 
freedom of expression is important to people in middle 
Australia, who consider it an important democratic value.91 
Our national focus group study highlighted many reasons 
for this importance from expressing views about one’s 
religion, building confidence and self-esteem for school 
children. Consistent with the view of the Australian Law 
Reform Commission, ANA considers the right to freedom of 
expression is essential to arts and culture, but not absolute.92 

As Part 1 outlined, digital platforms are applying AI to automate 
content moderation and content recognition. Both have 
widespread impacts on freedom of expression. The Australian 
Human Rights Commission recognises:

‘a competing tension on where to draw the line between 
freedom of expression and content moderation. This 
is a line where reasonable minds may differ—however 
moderation should not unduly impact free speech, nor 
should hateful content be allowed to prosper under the 
guise of freedom of expression.’93 

Likewise, as one digital platform puts it: 

‘There’s a risk of erring too much on one side or the other. 
If the [content moderation] technology is too aggressive, 
it will remove millions of non-violating posts. If it’s not 
aggressive enough, it… will fail to take action on the 
content.’94 

There are two common approaches to safeguarding freedom 
of expression from content moderation:

• Ex ante safeguards, which aim to ensure lawful and 
certain types of expression remain unaffected by content 
moderation. Having a ‘human in the loop’ in the training 
and testing is a safeguard across many AI-based content 
moderation systems. There are also specific safeguards 
in different policy spaces. For example, the Australian 
voluntary misinformation code carves out parody, 
satire, professional news, educational content and other 
important forms of expression from misinformation 
regulation (unless it is propagated via ‘inauthentic 
behaviours’).95 An EU copyright directive requiring 
digital platforms to moderate content also requires 
EU countries to ensure that platform users can rely on 
copyright exceptions for expressions for purposes such 
as criticism, review and parody.96

• Ex post safeguards, which help to restore freedom of 
expression when content moderation goes too far. This 
includes complaint and redress mechanisms, as well 
measures for transparency and accountability when 
users disagree with digital platform decisions.

There is a third approach, which can help to reduce this 
tension. This is for digital platforms to make greater use of 
‘non-removal remedies’ in their content moderation systems.97 
Examples include redacting content, including a warning, 
disabling comments, reducing searchability or visibility of the 
content.98 These approaches can avoid impacts on freedom 
of expression from content removal which one researcher 
describes as a ‘blunt instrument’.99 They also avoid some 
unintended impacts of removal, such as perceptions of 
censorship, the deletion of comments (often conversations 
about arts and culture), and erasure of a public record of what 
people said.100

Impacts on cultural and social inclusion

The application of AI has impacts on the cultural and social 
inclusion in arts, culture and creativity. These impacts affect 
most people in Australia, but in different ways. Some impacts 
can exclude people in Australia based on age, gender identity, 
disability, or cultural and linguistical background.

In some applications, the risks for cultural and social inclusion 
are well established. There are ample examples of potential 
bias from generative AI. For example, a study by researchers 
at Queensland University of Technology and Washington 
State University found several biases when prompting a 
text-to-image tool to generate images of various journalistic 
roles.101 Using Midjourney, the researchers found many roles 
were presented as light skinned.102 
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‘News analyst’, ‘news commentator’ and ‘fact checker’ 
were presented as older men. ’Journalist’, ‘reporter’ 
and‘correspondent’ were presented as women in 
urban environments.103

In other applications, the risks and opportunities depend on 
how AI is applied. Accurate captioning is important to people 
in Australia, assisting their inclusion not only in Australian 
cultures and society, but also in civic life and democratic 
participation. The Australian Communications and Media 
Authority recognises improvements in automatic captioning 
but emphasises the continuing need for human input to ensure 
accuracy.104 Human input is particularly important when 
captioning live broadcast television content, including news 
and current affairs. People with hearing impairment are ‘more 
likely to watch television than Australians without hearing 
loss’ but some feel ‘excluded or marginalised… when they 
experienced poor-quality captioning, particularly when they 
missed important details in news coverage’.105 

Accurate classifications empower viewers to find the 
content for them and enjoy a safe viewing experience. 
Conversely, inaccurate automated classifications pose 
risks to cultural and social inclusion. Australia has approved 
use of three automated classification tools.106 Of these, at 
least the Netflix tool is an application of AI.107 A review of the 
Netflix tool found it provided a different classification rating 
to the human Classification Board in one in four instances: 
higher in 20 per cent of instances and lower in 6 per cent of 
instances.108 Ratings that are too high deny access to arts 
and culture experiences for young Australians (for material 
with a classification) or all Australians (when material is 
‘refused classification’). Ratings that are too low can create an 

unsafe or unpleasant environment, giving young Australians 
access to unsuitable material and exposing people to violent, 
abhorrent or other objectionable content that they would not 
choose to watch.

There are also applications where it is unclear whether overall 
impacts are desirable. Consider, for example, applications 
of AI to preserve Indigenous languages. There is national 
recognition that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
languages are in a ‘critical and precarious state’ and require 
‘conservation and revitalisation’.109 However, applications 
of AI in this space can have mixed impacts. When OpenAI 
released an automated speech recognition tool for the Māori 
language, Indigenous New Zealanders expressed concern 
about a non-Māori organisation using over 1,000 hours of 
recorded Māori speech to create the tool.110 On one hand, the 
developers of the tool used traditional cultural expressions 
without the endorsement of the Māori community. On 
the other hand, the tool may help to salvage Indigenous 
languages. Australia’s recently released plan for Indigenous 
languages highlights the need to ‘support communities to build 
and be custodians of language resources and materials’.111 
The plan also recognises a need to ‘invest in community-led 
technological development for language solutions’.112 Such 
impacts deserve attention as Australia considers how 
to protect traditional cultural expressions and traditional 
knowledge while respecting Indigenous communities and 
their cultures.
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This paper demonstrates the depth and diversity of existing 
applications of AI in arts, culture and creativity. Australians 
are applying AI as a tool to create across forms and mediums, 
and digital platforms are applying AI to recommend and
moderate content. While impacts are likely to evolve over time, 
some impacts are tangible now. We can see impacts 
on incentives to create and on freedom of expression. 
We can recognise changes to how people connect with 
arts, culture and creativity, and the uneven impacts for 
different Australians.

ANA welcomes efforts from all governments in Australia to 
design, implement and support appropriate AI governance. 
Coordinated governance can help to safeguard the interests 
of Australians in arts, culture and creativity, and secure 
their participation in society and culture. ANA highlights the 
important role Australians have in shaping the impacts of AI. 
Putting the right people in the development, application and 
evaluation of AI is essential to addressing risks and securing 
opportunities for arts, culture and creativity.

Applications and impacts of AI will continue to evolve as 
Australians learn and explore possibilities and impacts. 
Already, Australian educational institutions are accounting 
for AI, its applications and its impacts as they train the next 
generation of Australian participants in arts and culture.113 
ANA is watching closely and will continue to deliver an 
independent, evidence-led view of AI impacts on arts, culture 
and creativity. In 2024, ANA will release a further Analysis 
Paper on AI to provide an update on new applications, new 
sources of impacts and emerging contexts.

Friend, foe or frenemy: Foreseeable impacts of AI on arts, culture and creativity

Conclusions 
and next steps
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